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Stock Code: 9416 

Contact Shinichi Nakamoto, Director and CFO 

 (Tel. +81 3 (5287) 3110) 

 

Vision Inc.  Employee Affi l ia t ion and Sponsorship Agreement with FLY DIGGERZ, 

the Reigning  Double Dutch World Champion Pro Team  

 

Vision Inc. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, President, Representative Director and COO: Kenji Ota, hereinafter 

Vision), which handles the GLOBAL WiFi business, the Information and Communications Service business for 

corporations, and the Glamping/Tourism business announces that it has signed a sponsorship agreement with “FLY 

DIGGERZ” a professional Double Dutch Team and Reigning World Champion. 

Today, On June 14, Vision’s President Kenji Ota announced his support regarding the following agreement and the 

members who are actively performing around the world.  

 

＜Main Points＞ 

・Supporting the Reigning Pro Double Dutch World Champion Team. 

・The team member TO-MA (Toma Shirai) has been balancing both work and competitive Double Dutch since 

joining Vision as a new graduate. 

・Supporting the urban sports Double Dutch towards gaining more attention. 

・TO-MA and KENGO will participate in the July 2023 World Championship and represent Japan. 

 

■ Background of the Pro Double Dutch Team “FLY DIGGERZ” Sponsorship 

Since its establishment, Vision has contributed by providing various Information and Communications services, 

such as Global WiFi, suited to the individual growth of various corporations and travel-related services for 



individuals.  

With the tagline “GO BEYOND.” Vision provides a safe, secure, and comfortable communication environment with 

continuous service overseas and within Japan. We support people who “GO BEYOND” and provide them with our 

best service.  

Among these, we have developed a program that supports individuals and organizations who take on challenges 

overseas as “GO-BEYONDER” and provide them with Global WiFi® during their overseas travels.  

Since their formation in 2020, the “FLY DIGGERZ” have continuously challenged themselves, not only within 

Japan but also internationally. They have archived excellent results over and over at world competitions, making 

them truly “GO BEYOND.” In addition, TO-MA (Toma Shirai), a member of the “FLY DIGGERZ,” has been 

balancing both, his competitions as a team member and his career at Vision ever since joining as a new graduate.  

As Double Dutch is getting more and more attention and, Vision decided to fully support the “FLY DIGGERZ” who 

embodies our thoughts including the promotion of diverse work styles, through its sponsorship agreement. 

 

■ FLY DIGGERZ 

(From left to right  KENGO KEISUKE AYUKA TO-MA TAKAO KASUYA) 

 

The Pro Double Dutch Team and Reigning World Champion.  

In October of 2020, the team had its debut at “Double Dutch Delight Japan 2020,” they won the “DOUBLE DUTCH 

CONTEST WORLD” (World Championship) in 2021 and 2022 for two consecutive years.  

KENGO, a member of the FLY DIGGERZ is also a member of “REG☆STYLE,” a professional team leading within 

the Double Dutch world, he was the first Japanese to be selected for the lead role in an Apple commercial and has 

performed at the Cirque du Soleil. 

Although only being together for a short period of time, the team has received offers from circuses all around the 

world and has even performed in a Christmas show in Germany for one month at the end of 2021. They also 

performed in the closing ceremony of the Tokyo Olympics in 2020 and at various halftime shows.  

Being one of the most popular Double Dutch teams worldwide, they are expected to continue their success in future 

projects. 

Homepage： http://www.ov-t.com/flydiggerz.html 

Instagram： https://www.instagram.com/flydiggerz/ 

http://www.ov-t.com/flydiggerz.html
https://www.instagram.com/flydiggerz/


TikTok： https://www.tiktok.com/@flydiggerz 

YouTube： https://www.youtube.com/@flydiggerz/featured 

(Competitions) 

DOUBLE DUTCH CONTEST WORLD 2022 - Winner 

DOUBLE DUTCH CONTEST WORLD 2021 - Winner 

DOUBLE DUTCH CONTEST JAPAN 2021 - Winner 

(Media appearances) 

Apple AirPods Pro “Jump” [1] 

Allbirds (Chikyuu ni yasashiku, Harajuku kara) 

Fuji TV (Nonstop!) (Mezamashi TV) (Viking MORE) 

Nippon TV (1 Oku-nin no daishitsumon warattekoraete) (Waragamisama wa totsuzen ni...) 

TBS TV (Teppen! (Papa Johnny’s WEST)) 

Meiji (BOOST BITES) Gummy Image Artist 

SONY HDC Series Sample movie 

(Performances) 

2022-2023 Offenburger Weihnachts Zirkus (Germany)  

2021-2022 FLIC FLAC X-MAS-SHOW (Germany) 

SUMMER SONIC 2022  

2021 DANCE@LIVE -SKY STAGE- GUEST 

 

■ TO-MA (Toma Shirai) Profile 

 

In 1996 Tokyo-born Toma, started his Double Dutch career when he was 8 years old and emerged within the kids’ 

scene by winning the Kanto tournament in 2008 and since 2009 competing in world Championships. 

Making numerous other achievements at national competitions, he later joined the Double Dutch team at the Japan 

Sport and Physical Education University, in which many strong teams reside, and won the national championship 

and the world championship.  

While being an employee at Vision, he still performs as a professional at championships and at circuses overseas, 

while also teaching children at JJRU (Japan Jump Rope Union) as a certified instructor.  

・Instagram： to_ma.diggerz  https://instagram.com/to_ma.diggerz/  

（Competitions） 

DOUBLE DUTCH ONE’S FINAL 2017, 2021, 2022 - Participation 

World Jump Rope Championship 2019 All Categories Men - Overall Winner  

Double Dutch Delight JAPAN 2017 - Winner 

American Double Dutch League International Competition 2017 - Winner 

National Double Dutch League Holiday Classic 2017 - Runner-up 

https://www.tiktok.com/@flydiggerz
https://www.youtube.com/@flydiggerz/featured
https://instagram.com/to_ma.diggerz/


■ KENGO Profile 

 

Pro Double Dutch Performer. 

Being one of the most promising talents within the Double Dutch world, his talents are unmatched. While serving 

as a member of two teams: “REG☆STYLE,” the three-time consecutive world champion pro Double Dutch team, 

and the u-and-coming “FLY DIGGERZ.” 

With his ability to express himself, dynamic acrobatics and jumping skills, lead him to perform at the famous Cirque 

du Soleil as well as starring in the Apple AirPods Pro “Jump” [1] commercial. His skills, as well as his humorous 

and warm side manages to captivate and manages to make everyone smile. 

・Instagram： kengosugino https://www.instagram.com/kengosugino/ 

(Performances) 

2021 Apple AirPods Pro “Jump” [1] 

2021 Germany (FLIC FLAC X’mas) 

2019 NBA JAPAN GAMES 2019 GUEST 

2019 Cirque du Soleil (VOLTA) 

2018 Berlin (Wintergarten Variete) 

 

■ Comment 

・FLY DIGGERZ  Leader KATSUYA 

Thank you for supporting the FLY DIGGERZ. 

Our name comes from the word “FLY,” to be able to freely jump anywhere, and “DIGGER” which keeps us 

exploring and performing all over the world. 

We are very happy to be part of “GO BEYOND.” and be able to take on new challenges with the support of Vision. 

 

・Vision Inc. President, Representative Director, and COO: Kenji Ota 

Since its establishment, Vision has been able to support over 400,000 corporate customers [2], and more than 17 

million individual customers [3] by providing them with services they need at any given time.   

We are very pleased to support “FLY DIGGERZ” as they continue their challenges in the Double Dutch world and 

beyond, as Double Dutch is gaining more and more attention as an urban sport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/kengosugino/


■ What is Double Dutch? 

 

Double Dutch is a sport that started out with rope jumping, and which has gained a wide range of supporter from 

young children to adults.  

In Japan, at least 350,000 teenagers participate in Double Dutch at least once a year, the sport is practiced in more 

than 60 countries around the world (including the United States, the United Kingdom, Belgium, South Africa, and 

Hong Kong), with expectations to grow further.  

Japan has a high population of elementary school students up until university students participating Double Dutch 

and even competing in their clubs with rivaling schools. 

With organizations working worldwide to add Double Dutch as an official sport for the 2032 Brisbane Olympics. 

In 1973, two NYPD officers, inspired by the sight of girls enjoying Double Dutch, established a set of rules and 

created the sport it is today. The main goal behind this was to curb the increasing delinquency of young kids in slum 

areas, and soon after promotional activities began to establish the sport.  

The following year, in 1974, the “First Double Dutch Tournament” was held, and nowadays it has become one of 

the most popular sports in the U.S. and is slowly spreading around the globe, especially among young adults and 

children.  

Although the time limit can differ the Competitions are in general divided into three major categories: “Speed,” in 

which competitors compete to see how fast they can jump, “Freestyle,” in which unique acts are performed based 

on their skills with a set score based on the techniques used, and “performance,” in which the freestyle acts are 

accompanied by music, dance, costumes to compete for entertainment. 

 

[1] Apple AirPods Pro, all rights reserved to Apple Inc. 

[2] Corporations using the service since 2004 (as of May 2020) 

[3] Use of the Wi-Fi router rental service within the entirety of Vision Group (based on research conducted in May 

2023) 

 

 

 

 

 

■ Vision Inc.  Company Profile 



With the corporate philosophy of “To contribute to the global information and communications revolution” and 

the slogan of “More vision, more success,” Vision provides services primarily in the information and 

communications field and makes decisions with a clear vision to help customers achieve greater success. 

・Trade Name： Vision Inc. 

・Prime Market of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (Code: 9416) 

・Representative： President, Representative Director and COO  Kenji Ota 

・Headquarters： Shinjuku East Side Square 8F, 6-27-30 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 

         160-0022, Japan 

・Incorporated： December 2001 （Established June 1995） 

・Capital： ￥2,526,374,750 

・Homepage： https://www.vision-net.co.jp/en 

・Businesses： 

1. GLOBAL WiFi 

 International / Domestic (Japan) 

2. Information and Communications Service 

Fixed-line telecommunications service / Mobile communications service / Broadband service 

Office automation equipment service / Internet media services 

3. Glamping/Tourism 

4. Others 

 

■ Global WiFi® Tagline “GO BEYOND” 

・“GO BEYOND.” Brand Site  https://global-wifi.com 

Vision has defined its “Global WiFi®” brand tagline as “GO BEYOND.” 

We strive to challenge new innovations that promises “Excitement”, “Success” paired with “The Joy of 

Accomplishment” and the ability to “Foresee” evolution. 

We aim to support people around the world who are overcoming various obstacles around their way. 

 

GO BEYOND. 

Only the ones who have aspirations and a clear vision, can cross barriers with ease, can create a clear future, 

transcend borders, restrictions, and strive for innovation and growth. 

GLOBAL WiFi is the only global communication provider that maximizes the mobility of those who decide to cross 

the line and head for unprecedented challenges by continuing to deliver high speed communication, the best 

performance, and a secure usage in every country.  

A high quality of communication empowers people to strive for their goals, connects various values, and brings the 

world together. 

Our passion for accomplishment and the foresight of evolution will inspire and lead to success to all those who go 

above and beyond. 

■ GO BEYONDER 

https://www.vision-net.co.jp/en
https://global-wifi.com/


・“GO BEYONDER” Website: https://global-wifi.com/go-beyonders/ * “FLY DIGGERZ” will be featured on 

the website as well. 

We acknowledge individuals and organizations that are striving for innovation and growth within business, sports, 

and other initiatives that transcend borders and limitations as “GO BEYONDER” and support them by providing 

our “Global WiFi®” services. 

 

 

https://global-wifi.com/go-beyonders/

